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Workflow

- Regular submissions on track
- COVID19 submissions high
- Little evidence of a COVID decline
- Acceptance rate more sustainable
- Regular time to 1st decision: 42 days
- COVID time to 1st decision: 7 days

Impact factor
2019 citations to 2018 and 2017 articles
Accessing articles & abstracts on our site

Altmetric analysis
Quarterly references to articles in social media, newspapers, etc.
On-going projects

Virtual special issues

Issue 1 - Cabinet Formation (Fall 2019)
Issue 2 - Women, Gender, and American Presidential Elections (Spring 2020)
Issue 3 - Gender, Health, and Crisis (Summer 2020)

On-going projects

Critical Perspectives

Published this year

- Conservative backlash against gender in Latin America
- Feminist security studies and global political economy

Coming in 2021

- #MeToo in Asia
- Motherhood and politics
THANK YOU!